PROPOSAL 78
5 AAC 85.045. Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose.
Establish resident drawing hunts for “any bull” moose in Units 15 and 7 as follows:

We would like to see a draw hunt within each individual unit on the Kenai allowing “any bull” tags to be offered on a resident-only draw hunt. The number of tags can be changed in each unit/subunit by the Department of Fish and Game to help attain healthy bull:cow ratios and allow for additional harvest when warranted.

What is the issue you would like the board to address and why? Currently, the bull:cow ratios for moose on the Kenai Peninsula are not within management goals. The harvest of more bulls when the bull numbers are higher than desired increases efficiency in the moose population. Allowing harvest of additional bulls is warranted when the bull:cow ratio is out of desired ratios.
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